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Lee Classic Cast Turret Reloading Press, cast iron with steel columns ...............#Lee-90064
The sturdy iron base shows its Classic Cast roots. The long stroke allows rifle cases over three 

inches long to be loaded using the automatic index.
Deactivate the Auto-Index and even longer cases can be loaded. The rigid cast iron frame sup-

ports the ram with over 12 inches of area. Three heavy steel columns rigidly support the rotating 
turret. A large ram is drilled completely through to dispose primers in an attached clear PVC tube. 
Instantly interchangeable turrets are the same as used on the older Lee Turret Press.

Order several extra turrets, mount and adjust your Sharps rifle dies, and never touch them again, 
when changing die calibers. We use both the Lee Cast Classic Press and this Turret Press, at Track.
#Lee-90064 Lee Cast Classic Turret Press, with 4 station turret only $110.99
#Lee-90497 extra turret, for Lee Cast Classic Turret Press, 3 holes only $   8.99
#Lee-90269 extra turret, for Lee Cast Classic Turret Press, 4 holes only $   9.99

Lee Classic Cast Press, a large smooth single stage press, cast iron ..................#Lee-90998
The largest opening in the industry and largest stroke. Rigid cast iron construction, with a  durable 

baked powder coating. Large flat cored base with three mounting holes, for secure installation 
on your reloading bench. The adjustable handle may be moved for right or left hand use, and is 
 completely adjustable. Includes two primer arms for large and small primers. 

Largest 1-1/8” diameter hollow ram catches every primer, with a hose fitting to allow primer dis-
posal. Threaded die adaptor accepts standard 7/8-14 dies. Remove it to allow 1-1/4-12 large dies 
for the modern .50 BMG, or antique .577 Snyder, or .577-450 Martini, or other very large cartridges.
#Lee-90998   Lee Classic Cast Press, heavy duty cast iron, our favorite only $110.99

#Lee-90064
Lee Classic Turret Press

$110.99

#Lee-90997
Lee Safety Prime

$22.99

#Lee-Ram-Prime
Lee Safety Prime

$12.99

#Lee-90045
Lee Reloading Press

$29.99

#Lee-90685
Lee Breech Lock

Hand Press
$34.99

#Lee-90588
Lee Breech Lock
Challenger Press

$72.99

#Lee-90998
Lee Classic Cast Press

$110.99

Lee Breech Lock Challenger Press ..........................................................................#Lee-90588
The “O” frame press by design is the strongest and most popular style press by far. The large 

opening and long stroke handles most Sharps rifle cases with ease. The primer catcher is positive 
and routes the spent primers directly to the trash can. It includes the breech lock quick change die 
system. Change dies instantly with a twist of the wrist.
#Lee-90588 Lee Breech Lock Challenger Press only $72.99

Lee Reloader Press ....................................................................................................#Lee-90045
An outstanding value. Balanced lever that can’t drop down to pinch your fingers. Unlimited hand 

clearance that only a “C” frame can offer. Works equally well with the right or left hand. Even if you 
already own a press, an extra press is always useful for de-capping, priming, or bullet seating.
#Lee-90045 Lee Reloader Press only $29.99

Lee Breech Lock Hand Press ....................................................................................#Lee-90685
A full size hand held portable reloading press, yet it weighs only 1-1/2 pounds. No matter how 

much equipment you have, it’s great to have a portable hand press. Now it comes with the new Lee 
breech Lock System to allow quick die changes. 
#Lee-90685 Lee Breech Lock Hand Press only $34.99

Lee Safety Prime .........................................................................................................#Lee-90997
Makes priming on the press a delight. Never touch the primers from box to cartridge. Primer flip 

tray features a CAD designed flipping surface that instantly rights the primers. Change primer size 
in seconds. Primers are dispensed with a click of the primer feed trigger.
#Lee-90997 Lee Safety Prime only $22.99

Lee Ram Prime ...................................................................................................#Lee-Ram-Prime
Primes on the press up-stroke for a more sensitive feel. Includes easy to change punches for 

both large and small primers. Fits all brands of presses. Feel the primer touch the pocket bottom.
#Lee-Ram Prime Lee Ram Prime only $12.99


